
User Instructions for Hospital Bed 3/4 Length Rails 

Installation: 

Place the U-formed side rail brackets onto the outer 

frame on the correct side of the bed. The Flat end of 

the rail should be at the head of the bed and swing 

towards the foot end when lowering. The flat end of 

the rail should be as far towards the head of the bed 

as possible to reduce the risk of entrapment. (fig. 1)  

 

Locate the knob hanging down from the U-formed 

bracket at both ends of the rail. (fig 2) . Swing the 

knob up into place and tighten by turning clockwise. 

(fig. 3) 
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WARNING! 

Risk of Entrapment 

There’s a risk of entrapment of suffocation between mattress support, side rail and bed 

end. 
 - When using steel side rails, always make sure that the distance between the bed end 

and the side rails handle upper edge is less than 6 cm in the head end and more than 32 

cm in the foot end of the bed. 

CAUTION! 

There is a risk of entrapment of 

fingers on assembly and operation of 

the side rail. 
 - Pay attention to your hands when 

using side rails. 



User Instructions for Hospital Bed 3/4 Length Rails 

Operation: 

Folding down the side rail: 

Locate the plastic release knob at the 

foot end of the rail.  ( fig. 1)   

Pull the knob out and at the same 

time rotate the rail down and towards 

the foot end of the bed (fig. 2) until 

rail is in lowest position.  (fig. 3) 

 

Folding up the side rail: 

Hold the top bar of the rail and pull 

up until it locks in place with a click-

ing sound. 
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CAUTION! 

If the side rail is not locked properly it can fall down. 

- Pull/push the top bar of the side rail to ensure that the locking mechanism is properly engaged. 


